Chapter 1
Graph Theory
The Adjacency Matrix and Its Spectrum
We shall be concerned with graphs X = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. As stated in the Overview, we always assume our graphs to be undirected, and most often we will deal with finite graphs.
We let V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . .} be the set of vertices of X . Then the adjacency matrix of the graph X is the matrix A indexed by pairs of vertices v i , v j ∈ V . That is, A = (A i j ), where A i j = number of edges joining v i to v j .
We say that X is simple if there is at most one edge joining adjacent vertices; hence, X is simple if and only if A i j ∈ {0, 1} for every v i , v j ∈ V .
Note that A completely determines X and that A is symmetric because X is undirected. Furthermore, X has no loops if and only if A ii = 0 for every v i ∈ V .
1.1.1. Definition. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. We say that the graph X is k-regular if for every v i ∈ V : v j ∈V A i j = k.
If X has no loop, this amounts to saying that each vertex has exactly k neighbors.
Assume that X is a finite graph on n vertices. Then A is an n-by-n symmetric matrix; hence, it has n real eigenvalues, counting multiplicities, that we may list in decreasing order:
The spectrum of X is the set of eigenvalues of A. Note that µ 0 is a simple eigenvalue, or has multiplicity 1, if and only if µ 0 > µ 1 .
For an arbitrary graph X = (V, E), consider functions f : V → C from the set of vertices of X to the complex numbers, and define
The space 2 (E) is defined analogously.
Clearly, if V is finite, say |V | = n, then every function f : V → C is in 2 (V ). We can think of each such function as a vector in C n on which the adjacency matrix acts in the usual way:
Hence, (A f )(v i ) = n j=1
A i j f (v j ). It is very convenient, both notationally and conceptually, to forget about the numbering of vertices and to index matrix entries of A directly by pairs of vertices. So we shall represent A by a matrix (A xy ) x,y∈V , and the previous formula becomes (A f )(x) = y∈V A xy f (y), for every x ∈ V .
Proposition.
Let X be a finite k-regular graph with n vertices. Then
(c) µ 0 has multiplicity 1, if and only if X is connected.
Proof. We prove (a) and (b) simultaneously by noticing first that the constant function f ≡ 1 on V is an eigenfunction of A associated with the eigenvalue k. Next, we prove that, if µ is any eigenvalue, then |µ| ≤ k. Indeed, let f be a real-valued eigenfunction associated with µ. Let x ∈ V be such that
Replacing f by − f if necessary, we may assume f (x) > 0. Then
Cancelling out f (x) gives the result.
To prove (c), assume first that X is connected. Let f be a real-valued eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue k. We have to prove that f is constant. As before, let
, we see that f (x) is a convex combination of real numbers which are, in modulus, less than | f (x)|. This implies that f (y) = f (x) for every y ∈ V , such that A xy = 0, that is, for every y adjacent to x. Then, by a similar argument, f has the same value f (x) on every vertex adjacent to such a y, and so on. Since X is connected, f must be constant.
We leave the proof of the converse as an exercise.
Proposition 1.1.2(c) shows a first connection between spectral properties of the adjacency matrix and combinatorial properties of the graph. This is one of the themes of this chapter.
Definition.
A graph X = (V, E) is bipartite, or bicolorable, if there exists a partition of the vertices V = V + ∪ V − , such that, for any two vertices x, y with A xy = 0, if x ∈ V + (resp. V − ), then y ∈ V − (resp. V + ).
In other words, it is possible to paint the vertices with two colors in such a way that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. Bipartite graphs have very nice spectral properties characterized by the following:
1.1.4. Proposition. Let X be a connected, k-regular graph on n vertices. The following are equivalent:
(i) X is bipartite; (ii) the spectrum of X is symmetric about 0; (iii) µ n−1 = −k.
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii) Assume that V = V + ∪ V − is a bipartition of X . To show symmetry of the spectrum, we assume that f is an eigenfunction of A with associated eigenvalue µ. Define
It is then straightforward to show that (Ag)(x) = −µ g(x) for every Thus, every finite, connected, k-regular graph X has largest positive eigenvalue µ 0 = k; if, in addition, X is bipartite, then the eigenvalue µ n−1 = −k also occurs (and only in this case). These eigenvalues k and −k, if the second occurs, are called the trivial eigenvalues of X . The difference k − µ 1 = µ 0 − µ 1 is the spectral gap of X .
Exercises on Section 1.1 1. For the complete graph K n and the cycle C n , write down the adjacency matrix and compute the spectrum of the graph (with multiplicities). When are these graphs bipartite?
2. Let D n be the following graph on 2n vertices:
Make a drawing and repeat exercise 1 for D n .
3. Show that a graph is bipartite if and only if it has no circuit with odd length.
4. Let X be a finite, k-regular graph. Complete the proof of Proposition 1.1.2 by showing that the multiplicity of the eigenvalue k is equal to the number of connected components of X (Hint: look at the space of locally constant functions on X .) 5. Let X be a finite, simple graph without loop. Assume that, for some r ≥ 2, it is possible to find a set of r vertices all having the same neighbors. Show that 0 is an eigenvalue of A, with multiplicity at least r − 1.
6. Let X be a finite, simple graph without loop, on n vertices, with eigenval-
the number of edges in X , and that n−1 i=0 µ 3 i is six times the number of triangles in X . 7. Let X = (V, E) be a graph, not necessarily finite. We say that X has bounded degree if there exists N ∈ N, such that, for every x ∈ V , one has y∈V A xy ≤ N . Show that in this case, for any f ∈ 2 (V ), one has
; that is, A is a bounded linear operator on the Hilbert space 2 (V ) (Hint: use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.)
Inequalities on the Spectral Gap
Let X = (V, E) be a graph. For F ⊆ V , we define the boundary ∂ F of F to be the set of edges with one extremity in F and the other in V − F.
Note that, if X is finite on n vertices, this can be rephrased as h(X ) = min |∂ F| |F| : F ⊆ V, 0 < |F| ≤ n 2 .
Definition.
Let (X m ) m≥1 be a family of finite, connected, k-regular graphs with |V m | → +∞ as m → +∞. We say that (X m ) m≥1 is a family of expanders if there exists ε > 0, such that h(X m ) ≥ ε for every m ≥ 1.
Theorem.
Let X = (V, E) be a finite, connected, k-regular graph without loops. Let µ 1 be the first nontrivial eigenvalue of X (as in section 1.1). Then
Proof. (a) We begin with the first inequality. We endow the set E of edges with an arbitrarily chosen orientation, allowing one to associate, to any edge e ∈ E, its origin e − and its extremity e + . This allows us to define the simplicial coboundary operator d :
Endow 2 (V ) with the hermitian scalar product
and 2 (E) with the analogous one. So we may define the adjoint (or conjugate-
Then one checks easily that, for e ∈ E and f ∈ 2 (V ),
We then define the combinatorial Laplace operator = d * d : 2 (V ) → 2 (V ). It is easy to check that
does not depend on the choice of the orientation. For an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of A, the operator takes the form
We apply this to a carefully chosen function f . Fix a subset F of V and set
Hence, d f 2 2 = |V | 2 |∂ F|. So the previous inequality gives
Hence,
We now turn to the second inequality, which is more involved. Fix a nonnegative function f on V , and set
Denote by β r > β r −1 > · · · > β 1 > β 0 the values of f , and set
To have a better intuition of what is happening, consider the following example on C 8 , the cycle graph with eight vertices.
v
Geometrically, one can envision the graph broken into level curves as follows: L 0 consists of all vertices on or inside the outer-level curve corresponding to β 0 = 1; L 1 consists of all vertices on or inside the level curve corresponding to β 1 = 2; and so forth. Then any ∂ L i consists of those edges that reach "downward" from inside L i to a vertex with a lower value. From the diagram we see clearly that, for example,
Coming back to the general case, we now prove the following result about the number B f .
First
Step
To see this, we denote by E f the set of edges e ∈ E, such that f
We index these two index values so that i(e) > j(e). Therefore,
Referring to the diagram of level curves, we see that as a given edge e connects a vertex x, with f (x) = β i(e) , to a vertex y with f (y) = β j(e) , it crosses every level curve β between those two. In the expression for B f , this corresponds to expanding the term β 2 i(e) − β 2 j(e) by inserting the zero difference −β 2 + β 2 for each level curve β crossed by the edge e. This means that, in the previous summation for B f , the term β 2 − β 2 −1 appears for every edge e connecting some vertex x with f (x) = β i and i ≥ to some vertex y with f (y) = β j and j < . In other words, it appears for every edge e ∈ ∂ L , which establishes the first step.
Second
Indeed,
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the elementary fact that (a + b) 2 ≤ 2(a 2 + b 2 ).
Third
Step. Recall that the support of f is supp
To see this, notice that β 0 = 0 and that |L i | ≤ |V | 2 for i = 1, . . . , r , so that |∂ L i | ≥ h(X ) |L i | by definition of h(X ). So it follows from the first step that
is exactly the level set where f takes the value β i , the term in brackets is exactly f 2 2 .
Coda. We now apply this to a carefully chosen function f . Let g be a realvalued eigenfunction for , associated with the eigenvalue k − µ 1 . Set V + = {x ∈ V : g(x) > 0} and f = max {g, 0}. By replacing g by −g if necessary, we may assume |V + | ≤ |V | 2 . (Note that V + = ∅ because x∈V g(x) = 0 and
Using this pointwise estimate, we get
Combining the second and third steps, we get
and the result follows by cancelling out.
From Definition 1.2.2 and Theorem 1.2.3, we immediately deduce the following:
1.2.4. Corollary. Let (X m ) m≥1 be a family of finite, connected, k-regular graphs without loops, such that |V m | → +∞ as m → +∞. The family (X m ) m≥1 is a family of expanders if and only if there exists ε > 0, such that k − µ 1 (X m ) ≥ ε for every m ≥ 1. This is the spectral characterization of families of expanders: a family of k-regular graphs is a family of expanders if and only if the spectral gap is bounded away from zero. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 1.2.3 that, the bigger the spectral gap, the better "the quality" of the expander.
Exercises on Section 1.2 1. How was the assumption "X has no loop" used in the proof of Theorem 
where deg(x) is the degree of x, i.e., the number of neighboring vertices of x.
3. Using the example given for a function f on the cycle graph C 8 , verify that B f satisfies the first two steps in the proof of the second inequality of Theorem 1.2.3.
4.
Show that the multiplicity of the eigenvalue µ 0 = K is the number of connected components of X .
Asymptotic Behavior of Eigenvalues in Families of Expanders
We have seen in Corollary 1.2.4 that the quality of a family of expanders can be measured by a lower bound on the spectral gap. However, it turns out that, asymptotically, the spectral gap cannot be too large. All the graphs in this section are supposed to be without loops.
Theorem.
Let (X m ) m≥1 be a family of connected, k-regular, finite graphs, with |V m | → +∞ as m → +∞. Then, lim inf m→+∞ µ 1 (X m ) ≥ 2 √ k − 1.
Asymptotic Behavior of Eigenvalues in Families of Expanders 19
A stronger result will actually be proved in section 1.4. There is an asymptotic threshold, analogous to Theorem 1.3.1, concerning the bottom of the spectrum. Before stating it, we need an important definition.
Definition.
The girth of a connected graph X , denoted by g(X ), is the length of the shortest circuit in X . We will say that g(X ) = +∞ if X has no circuit, that is, if X is a tree.
For a finite, connected, k-regular graph, let µ(X ) be the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of X .
Theorem.
Let (X m ) m≥1 be a family of connected, k-regular, finite graphs, with g(X m ) → +∞ as m → +∞. Then
Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 single out an extremal condition on finite k-regular graphs, leading to the main definition.
Definition.
A finite, connected, k-regular graph X is a Ramanujan graph if, for every nontrivial eigenvalue µ of X , one has |µ| ≤ 2 √ k − 1.
Assume that (X m ) m≥1 is a family of k-regular Ramanujan graphs without loop, such that |V m | → +∞ as m → +∞. Then the X m 's achieve the biggest possible spectral gap, providing a family of expanders which is optimal from the spectral point of view.
All known constructions of infinite families of Ramanujan graphs involve deep results from number theory and/or algebraic geometry. As explained in the Overview, our purpose in this book is to give, for every odd prime p, a construction of a family of ( p + 1)-regular Ramanujan graphs. The original proof that these graphs satisfy the relevant spectral estimates, due to and Sarnak [42] , appealed to Ramanujan's conjecture on coefficients of modular forms with weight 2: this explains the chosen terminology. Note that Ramanujan's conjecture was established by Eichler [23] .
Exercises on Section 1.3 1. A tree is a connected graph without loops. Show that a k-regular tree T k must be infinite and that it exists and is unique up to graph isomorphism.
2. Let X be a finite k-regular graph. Fix a vertex x 0 and, for r < g(X ) 2 , consider the ball centered at x 0 and of radius r in X . Show that it is isometric to any ball with the same radius in the k-regular tree T k . Compute the cardinality of such a ball.
3. Deduce that, if (X m ) m≥1 is a family of connected k-regular graphs, such that |V m | → +∞ as m → +∞, then
where o(1) is a quantity tending to 0 as m → +∞.
4. Show that, if k ≥ 5, one has actually, in exercise 3,
Proof of the Asymptotic Behavior
In this section we prove a stronger result than that stated in Theorem 1.3.1. The source of the inequality in Theorem 1.3.1 is the fact that the number of paths of length m from a vertex v to v, in a k-regular graph, is at least the number of such paths from v to v in a k-regular tree. To refine this observation, we count paths without backtracking, and to do this we introduce certain polynomials in the adjacency operator.
Let X = (V, E) be a k-regular, simple graph, with |V | possibly infinite. Recall that we defined a path in X in the Overview. We refine that definition now. A path of length r without backtracking in X is a sequence e = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x r ) of vertices in V such that x i is adjacent to x i+1 (i = 0, . . . , r − 1) and x i+1 = x i−1 (i = 1, . . . , r − 1). The origin of e is x 0 , the extremity of e is x r . We define, for r ∈ N, matrices A r indexed by V × V , which generalize the adjacency matrix and which are polynomials in A:
(A r ) xy = number of paths of length r , without backtracking, with origin x and extremity y.
Note that A 0 = Id and that A 1 = A, the adjacency matrix. The relationship between A r and A is the following:
1.4.1. Lemma.
Proof.
(a) For x, y ∈ V , the entry (A 2 1 ) xy is the number of all paths of length 2 between x and y. If x = y, such paths cannot have backtracking; hence, (A 2 1 ) xy = (A 2 ) xy . If x = y, we count the number of paths of length 2 from x to x, and, since X is simple, (A 2 1 ) xx = k. (b) Let us prove that A r A 1 = A r +1 + (k − 1) A r −1 for r ≥ 2. For x, y ∈ V , the entry (A r A 1 ) xy is the number of paths (x 0 = x, x 1 , . . . , x r , x r +1 = y) of length r + 1 between x and y, without backtracking except possibly on the last step (i.e., (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x r ) has no backtracking). We partition the set of such paths into two classes according to the value of x r −1 :
• if x r −1 = y, then the path (x 0 , . . . , x r +1 ) has no backtracking, and there are (A r +1 ) xy such paths; • if x r −1 = y, then there is backtracking at the last step, and there are (k − 1)(A r −1 ) xy such paths.
We leave the proof of A 1 A r = A r +1 + (k − 1) A r −1 as an exercise.
From Lemma 1.4.1, we can compute the generating function of the A r 's, that is, the formal power series with coefficients A r . It turns out to have a particularly nice expression; namely, we have the following:
(This must be understood as follows: in the ring End 2 (V ) [[t] ] of formal power series over End 2 (V ), we have ∞ r =0
Proof. This is an easy check using Lemma 1.4.1.
In order to eliminate the numerator 1 − t 2 in the right-hand side of 1.4.2, we introduce polynomials T m in A given by
The generating function of the T m 's is readily computed.
Lemma.
∞ m=0
1.4.4. Definition. The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are defined by expressing sin(m+1) θ sin θ as a polynomial of degree m in cos θ:
For example, U 0 (x) = 1, U 1 (x) = 2x, U 2 (x) = 4x 2 − 1, . . . . Using trigonometric identities, we see that these polynomials satisfy the following recurrence relation:
As in Lemma 1.4.2, from this recurrence relation, we compute the generating function of the U m 's; namely,
Performing a simple change of variables, we then compute the generating function of the related family of polynomials (k − 1)
In comparison to Lemma 1.4.3, we immediately get the following expression for the operators T m as polynomials of degree m in the adjacency matrix.
Proposition.
For m ∈ N:
Assume that X = (V, E) is a finite, k-regular graph on n vertices, with spectrum
In Proposition 1.4.5, we are going to estimate the trace of T m in two different ways. This will lead to the trace formula for X .
First, working from a basis of eigenfunctions of A, we have, from Proposition 1.4.5,
On the other hand, by definition of T m ,
For x ∈ V , denote by f ,x the number of paths of length in X , without backtracking, with origin and extremity x; in other words, f ,x = (A ) xx . Then we get the trace formula:
1.4.6. Theorem.
for every m ∈ N.
We say that X is vertex-transitive if the group Aut X of automorphisms of X acts transitively on the vertex-set V . Specifically, this means that for every pair of vertices x and y, there exists α ∈ Aut X , such that α(x) = y. Under this assumption, the number f ,x does not depend on the vertex x, and we denote it simply by f .
Corollary.
Let X be a vertex-transitive, finite, k-regular graph on n vertices. Then, for every m ∈ N,
The value of the trace formula 1.4.6 is the following: only looking at the right-hand side (called the spectral side) (k − 1) m 2 n−1 j=0 U m µ j 2 √ k−1 , it is not obvious that it defines a nonnegative integer. As we shall now explain, the mere positivity of the spectral side has nontrivial consequences. We first need a somewhat technical result about the Chebyshev polynomials. Proof. It is convenient to introduce the polynomials X m (x) = U m x 2 ; they satisfy X m (2 cos θ) = sin(m+1) θ sin θ and the recursion formula X m+1 (x) = x X m (x) − X m−1 (x). It is clear from the first relation that the roots of X m are 2 cos π m+1 ( = 1, . . . , m) . In particular the largest root of X m is α m = 2 cos π m+1 . The proof is then in several steps.
First
Step. For k ≤ : X k X = k m=0 X k+ −2m .
We prove this by induction over k. Since X 0 (x) = 1 and X 1 (x) = x, the formula is obvious for k = 0, 1. (For k = 1, this is nothing but the recursion formula.) Then, for k ≥ 2, we have, by induction hypothesis,
− (X k+ −2 + X k+ −4 + · · · + X −k+4 + X −k+2 ) = X k+ + X k+ −2 + · · · + X −k+2 + X −k .
Second
Step.
all the coefficients are 0, by the recursion formula. Finally,
Indeed, by the second step we have Y m = m−1 i=0 X m−1−i (α m ) X i X m . Now observe that the sequence α m = 2 cos π m+1 increases to 2. So for j < m : X j (α m ) > 0 (since α m > α j and α j is the largest root of X j ). This means that all coefficients are positive in the previous formula for Y m . By the first step, each X i X m is a linear combination, with nonnegative coefficients, of X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X 2m−1 , so the result follows. ) = 0, which implies that ν is supported in the finite set F m of zeroes of Y m ; as before we have F m = {2 cos π m+1 : 1 ≤ ≤ m}. But this holds for every m large enough. And clearly, since m + 1 and m + 2 are relatively prime, we have F m ∩ F m+1 = ∅, so that supp ν is empty. But this is absurd.
Coda. Fix ε > 0, L ≥ 2. Let f be the continuous function on [−L , L] defined by
On 2 − ε, 2 − ε 2 , the function f linearly interpolates between 0 and 1. For every probability measure ν on [−L , L], we then have
Let ℘ be the set of probability measures ν on [−L , L], such that L −L X m (x) dν(x) ≥ 0 for every m ≥ 1. For ν ∈ ℘, we have by the fourth step L −L f (x) dν(x) > 0. But ℘ is compact in the weak topology and, since f is continuous, the map
is weakly continuous. By compactness there exists C(ε, L) > 0, such that L −L f (x) dν(x) ≥ C(ε, L) for every ν ∈ ℘. A fortiori ν [2 − ε, L] ≥ C(ε, L), and the proof is complete. (Note that, in the final step, the need for introducing the function f comes from the fact that the map ℘ → R + : ν → ν [2 − ε, L] is, a priori, not weakly continuous; however, it is bounded below by a continuous function, to which the compactness argument applies.)
Coming back to the spectra of finite connected, k-regular graphs, we now reach the promised improvement of Theorem 1.3.1: it shows not only that the first nontrivial eigenvalue becomes asymptotically larger than 2 √ k − 1, but also that a positive proportion of eigenvalues lies in any interval (2 − ε) √ k − 1, k .
1.4.9. Theorem. For every ε > 0, there exists a constant C = C(ε, k) > 0, such that, for every connected, finite, k-regular graph X on n vertices, the number of eigenvalues of X in the interval (2 − ε) √ k − 1, k is at least C · n.
